Grasp Sky Banner™leg and
rotate it toward the crossbar until
leg and crossbar are parallel.
Repeat on other leg.

PRODUCT
4.

Gently fold Sky Banner™ in
half, aligning legs and crossbars on
top of each other.

5. Roll up legs and crossbars in
banner and place in protective carry
bag until next use.
NOTE: Sliders may be removed
from the shelter at this time.
Remove sliders by lifting the
metal locking-pin and opening
slider jaws.

Important Information
and Maintenance
IMPORTANT! Read this information before proceeding. It is the user’s responsibility to take the following
precautions at all times.

• Use caution when handling the folding frame.
For long lasting durability and the best possible
protection for your E-Z UP®, follow these E-Z care and
maintenance instructions:

• Frame will operate better if sliding portion of legs are occasionally
cleaned and lubricated with silicone spray. Remove excess silicone
residue with soft cloth.

• Sky Banner™ fabric can be cleaned with soapy water or gentle cleaner.

WARRANTY

INTERNATIONAL E-Z UP, INC., manufacturer of
the E-Z UP® product warrants to the original purchaser who provides a dated sales receipt, each part
of the E-Z UP® Sky Banner™ to be free from defects
in material or workmanship for a period
of one year after the date of original purchase. This
warranty applies only for normal and expected
uses, as determined by the manufacturer.
INTERNATIONAL E-Z UP, INC.’s obligation and
liability under this warranty is limited to the repair or
replacement (at its option) of the product or its parts,
after its own review and examination.
RETURN ADVISORY - Before returning any part or
product to INTERNATIONAL E-Z UP, INC. or its
designated representative, please phone or write to
obtain specific return shipping instructions. All
shipping
costs
must
be
prepaid,
and
INTERNATIONAL E-Z UP, INC. is not responsible
for products damaged in transit.
CONDITIONS - This warranty shall be void as to
any product which has been altered or modified in
any manner. This warranty does not apply to
damages caused by wind, rain, or other forces of
nature, not to accidental or deliberated damage of the
product, nor to use of the product that does not
conform with the product instructions.
This warranty is provided in lieu of all other warranties, expressed or implied.

We Make Life E-Z! ™

For online warranty, service, parts
and accessories as E-Z as 1-2-click,
contact us at

INTERNATIONAL E-Z UP, INC.

Ask about our other E-Z UP ® Instant Products™

www.ezup.com

Covered under one or more of the following patents: 4,607,656; 4,924,896; 5,244,001; 5,421,356; 5,485,863;
5,490,533; 5,511,572; 5,632,292; 5,632,293; 5,794,546; 5,797,412; 5,813,425; 5,865,127; 5,921,260; 5,934,301;
6,041,800; 6,070,604; 6,076,312; 6,129,102; 6,138,702; 6,192,910; 6,230,729; 6,240,940; 6,361,057; 6,363,956;
6,374,842; 6,382,224; 6,397,872; 6,412,507; 6,431,193; 6,439,251; 6,470,902; 6,502,597; 6,520,196; 6,601,599;
95704390; 94/2354; 91461; 132167; 95/0693; 95/6140; 95/6141; 84107895; 684,978; 2123096; 190486; 289754;
215344; 701077; 2128935; 2949648; 48648; DE 695 10 919 T2; WO96/03561. International Design Registration No. DM/009515
Benelux Design Registration No. 16959-04. Other US and foreign patents pending. © Copyright 2004 International E-Z UP, Inc. USA. All rights
OV008-0604
reserved.
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E-Z UP
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INSTANT SHELTER®
Your Message H
ere!

“Sets Up In Seconds!”™

Take time to learn what to do to
provide years of durable and safe use
from your E-Z UP® Sky Banner™. After
reading these instructions carefully, if
you have any need of assistance call
our Customer Service Department.

Customer Service Hot Line

800-SHADE ME
7 4 2 3 3

6 3

www.ezup.com

Large Diameter Crossbar

What’s In The Box
Please read each step before you attempt to set up. Save these
instructions for future reference.
•1 Sky Banner™ Frame •2 Quick Attachment Leg Straps
•2 Slider Connectors
•1 Carry Bag
•2 Sliders

2. Lay Sky Banner™ fabric flat with
sleeve facing up. Insert exposed end of
each crossbar section into sleeve, starting
with the outside edge and moving towards
the opening in the center of the sleeve.

Elevating The Sky Banner ™
CAUTION! When elevating and taking down the Sky Banner™ make sure
that you hold on to Outer Legs at all times. Unit will not stand by itself. Failure
to do so could cause injury to user and damage to unit.

Opening at Center of Sleeve

3. With both large and small diameter
How To Set Up
Important: Always use a partner to set up your E-Z UP® Instant Shelter®
and Sky Banner™ to prevent damage to the frame.

1.

The Sky Banner™ is designed to fit on
many different E-Z UP® Instant Shelter® models.
Depending on which model shelter you own,
you may need to install one of the slider adapter
by opening the jaws of the slider and inserting
the center plug of the slider adapter
into the hole in the corner of the
slider jaw. Press firmly in place.
Note: Use the thin Express™III slider
adapter for Express™II, and Enterprise™II
frame models. Eclipse™, Hut™, and
Bungalow™ frames do not require slider
adapters.

Slider Adapter

2. Open the slider by lifting lock-pin and
opening jaws. Enclose the leg in the slider
by closing the jaws. Make sure one set of
docking tabs point outside of shelter and that
ramped snap button guides are on top facing
up. Slide locking-pin down into place.

Ramped snap button
guides facing up
(2 per set)

Slider

Snap Button

Fitting Fabric To
Sky Banner ™ Frame
Small Diameter Crossbar

Large Diameter Crossbar

Snap Button

Snap Button
Hole

Outer Legs

Disconnect center telescoping
crossbars by depressing snap
button and sliding large and small
diameter crossbars apart.

®

Opening at Center of Sleeve
Large Diameter Crossbar
Small Diameter Crossbar

4. While grasping ends of large and small
diameter crossbar section, extend outer
legs until snap buttons on each engages.

2. Secure the Sky Banner™ to the
Instant Shelter® by wrapping the 2”
Velcro® straps tightly around both the
Sky Banner™ and the Instant Shelter®
legs. Position the Velcro® straps just
under the bottom edge of the Instant
Shelter® top for added stability.

5. Secure fabric to Sky Banner™ Frame
by pressing together quick attachment
straps located on outer edges of banner.

Taking Down The Sky Banner ™
Attach Sky Banner

™

1.

Unfasten quick attachment straps
that secure Sky Banner™ to Instant
Shelter®. Rotate Sky Banner™ down
until it rests on the ground.

1.

Position legs perpendicular to those
of the Instant Shelter ® where the
sliders were installed.

Snap Button

2. Disconnect the Sky Banner™ outer
legs from each slider by pressing both
snap buttons and lifting.

2.

With partner, elevate outer legs of
Sky Banner™ up to sliders.

Snap Button
Ramped snap button guides
facing up (2 per set)

1.

strap in hand,
lift Sky Banner™ into place with
partner making sure its legs are
parallel to the Instant Shelter's® legs.

crossbars inserted into sleeve, join the two
by sliding one end into the other until
snap button engages.

3. When the slider is properly attached
to the shelter, it will rest on top of the
snap button.
Instant Shelter®
Outer Leg

1. With 2 inch Velcro

3. Snap the end of each outer leg of the
Sky Banner™ down into a slider by
positioning both exposed snap buttons
over the ramped snap button guides. Push
down to engage buttons.
Sky Banner™ Outer Leg

Sky Banner™ Outer Leg

3a. Depress snap button where large
and small diameter crossbar section
meet and separate them by pulling
them apart, keeping them inside
sleeves.

